Advanced Bouquet Series: Floral Fan
Instructor: Sarah Needham
Aug. 20, 2020 | 7 – 9 p.m.

Supplies list for Floral Fan:

- Approx. 20 18-gauge straight wires that are at least 12 inches long
- A minimum of 1 roll of oasis color spool wire. More if you want to weave a pattern.
- A minimum of 1 roll oasis brand bullion colored wire. More if you want to get fancier
• A roll of stem tape. Look for Floratape brand if possible
• A tube of Oasis cold glue
• A hot glue gun with low temp glue can be helpful
• Floral snips/ knife for cutting flowers
• Wire cutters/ pliers for wire
• Number 9 ribbon to finish the handle if you prefer ribbon to a wire finish
• Scissors for ribbon
• A market bunch of flowers. Aim for local as they have a good variety.
  o Prep flowers by cutting very short, like 1-3 inches of stem and let them sit in a tray of
    water with food over night to hydrate well. Aim for flowers that can hold up out of
    water like roses, spray roses, ranunculus, alstromeria, berries, carnations, pods, dried
    flowers, straw flower, etc. Avoid hydrangea, dalias, anemones, as they do not like
    being out of water.

• Bonus: beads, pearls, doo-dads, artisan paper, etc. can be used to embellish your fan further.

Class Questions: edu@phipps.conservatory.org